The stacked autoencoder (SDAE) architecture can be constructed by the basic building block of autoencoder. An autoencoder is a two layered neural network that attempts to seek the representative patterns (mostly sparse), denoted as , of the original data , at the hidden (second) layer with the deterministic encoder mapping: = ( ) = ( + ) (S1) , where = { , } is the parameter set of synaptic weightings and bias, respectively, and the mapping is usually specified as the nonlinear sigmoid function. The hidden representations are sought by minimizing the difference between the original data and the reconstructed data from the hidden layer , which can be defined as:
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, where = { ′, } is the parameter set of synaptic weightings and bias for the reconstruction mapping, respectively. With the building block of autoencoder, a higher level of semantic representations for the object class can be further constructed by stacking up autoencoders into deeper layers. To improve the robustness of the SAE architecture against the noise and cluttered background, Vincent et al. 42 proposed to randomly corrupt the data in the training process as the SDAE architecture. In such framework, the desirable reconstructed data are sought with the minimization of
, where (•,•) is the lost function, and is the corrupted data drawn from a stochastic mapping ( | ).
More technical details of the SDAE can be found in the work 42 . grow-cut (GC) methods to illustrate the effect of various settings of initialization and iteration number on the final segmentations. It can be found that one parameter setting can't be applied to all cases to achieve satisfactory segmentation results, since the size, shape, and intensity patterns of the nodule/lesion vary significantly. Therefore, to provide effective morphological features, the process of parameter tuning by the user deems to be necessary. In our experience, the parameter tuning for the level set methods is relatively difficult as the level set models have many parameters, e.g., number iterations, time steps, weightings of different terms, etc. For GC method, the major parameter lies in the setting of initialization seeds. Meanwhile, since the image properties of CT scan and sonography are different, the parameter settings of the DRLSE level set method are different in our experiments for the CADx performance comparison. set and GC methods, respectively. The segmentation results shown in this figure are the best results by the three segmentation methods. Particularly, for the DRLSE level set, it needs to set the time step parameter as 1000 to achieve such segmentation result.
Discussion of image segmentation results
Smaller setting of time step cannot drive the level to cover most parts of this breast lesion. All segmentations are marked by yellow color. It can be found that the segmentation results by the three methods are not very close to the manual outline from a senior medical doctor.
